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I. INTRODUCTION 

There is a class of down and out members of the legal profession, 
known as "ambulance chasers", v/ho materalize at automobile accidents 
hoping to find clients for an injury suit. Glashow has aptly used 
this term in referring to a widely diffused style of doing 
theoretical physics. In theoretical physics, if not in the law, 
chasing ambulances is not necessarily an ignoble practice. It is 
part of what distinguishes us from the mathematicians who do not 
have experimental colleagues to stimulate and guide them. Some 
noble discoveries have been made trying to fit a curve, a notable 
example being Planck's fit to the black body radiation spectrum. 

The emerging experimental picture of charmed meson decays has 
brought the ambulance chasers out in force. There is a sense of 
disaster in the air, but the actual magnitude of the accident is not 
yet clear. There is still the possibility that we are dealing With 
a mere "fender-bender". While the simplest picture of charm decays1" 
led us to expect that D and D° would have nearly equal life
times , T+ ~ T

0 » data from emulsion experiments and from SPEAR make 
it likely that T + i s appreciably greater that T 0. But we cannot 
tell yet whether the ratio is actually <3 or » 5. In the former 
case an explanation can probably be found in the context of the 
generally accepted theoretical framework. But if T +/T Q is much 
larger than 5, I would say that the recent optimism about our 
understanding of all non-leptonic decays is called into question, 
including the basis of the Al = A- rule for strange particle decays. 

The plan of my talk is to review briefly the theoretical 
picture of K. and D decays in order to explain why we did not 
expect large enhancements1 in D decays. This expectation is 
contrasted with the available data on lifetimes and semileptonic 
branching ratios, which hint at large enhancements but are still 
ambiguous. I will then discuss some of the theoretical ideas 
proposed to explain the enhancement of D°, and possibly F +, 
nonleptonic decays. One of these, together with data presented 
earlier in this session, suggests a crazy way to try to detect 
the F and a possible gluonium state in one fell swoop. Finally 
I will discuss what we learn about nonleptonic enhancements from 
decays into exclusive final states. In particular, the new I'.ata on 
D •+• pK/TTK* presented in this session have interesting implications 
for models which predict large enhancements. 

In a briefer section, I will discuss two topics involving B 
decays which are related to the possibility of substantial 
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nonleptonic enhancements. The first is the worrisome prospect that 
though we need to know the Kobayashi-Maskawa angles to determine 
whether B decays are enhanced, it may be a practical requirement 
to first understand the pattern of nonleptonic enhancements in 
order to extract the K-M angles from the data. Second I will 
discuss the decays of B mesons into J/^(3095) from the 
perspective of what these decays might teach us about the dynamics 
of nonleptonic enhancement. 

IX. D MESON DECAYS 
R. Naive Expectations 

The simplest imaginable picture of D meson decays is that the 
c quark decays into an s quark by bremsstrahlung of a virtual W+ 
boson which materializes as a ud or v£ pair. The light anti-
quark- u for n°, d for D , s for F + - is a passive 
"spectator" to the decay. With this model we expect the EP. D and 
F mesons all to have lifetimes equal to that of the c quark itself, 

T + " T o " T F " Tc " ( 2 - 1 } 

The branching ratio for y semileptonic_decays is just the fraction 
of W+ bosons which materialize as V ft pairs, 

B(D-yIx> = 3+I+T=5 ( 2" 2 ) 

where the ud pair has a weight of three for color. The total width 
may be scaled from the rate for u -*• V eV : 

m 5 
r„™, = 5 { — ) i-Hy -»• v„ev ) TOT m 2 y e 

= I (1.5^^) • 10"12sec] (2.3) 

where I assume m = 1 . 5 - 0 1 5 GeV and m s/m c =0.3. The 
uncertainly in (2.3) is just that which reflects the assumed 
spread in m„; the factor — is the reduction in the available 

° 2 
phase space due to the strange quark mass. In the preceding I 
have discussed only Cabibbo allowed decays, which always give K's 
in the final state. The fraction of Cabibbo suppressed decays 
would be 

B(D + noX) ^ .08 , f2.4) 2 slightly larger than tan 6 C because of the greater available phase 
space. In the four quark GIM model 2 we would expect the bound to be 
saturated while for six 3 or more quarks the ratio could be smaller. 

There are two other lowest order Feynman diagrams to consider. 
In these the light antiquark is not a passive spectator._ The F 
may decay through a virtual W* in the s-channel into a ud pair: 
F ~ cs •*• "W*" "*• ud. The D° ~ cu may decay by exchange of a W 
boson in the t-channel into an sd pair. No such mechanism is 
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possible for the D . These diagrams were thought to be negligible 
for two reasons - a factor (m >/m»J2f i due to helicity 

Uja D 25 2 1 1 
suppression (as in n + eV) and a small factor ^J/^TJ ~ T ~ TQQ 
reflecting the probability for the initial quark pair to coincide in 
space as they must in these "annihilation" diagrams. Here F is 
the analogue of F u for the pi on, which in nonrelativistic models 
is proportional to the value of the wave function at the origin. 

B. Nonleptonic Enhancement of K decays 

Even if the annihilation diagrams are as small as presumed, it 
is not at all clear that the predictions (2.1) to (2.4) should be 
taken seriously. The point is of course that such a picture fails 
totally to account for the observed factor 400 enhancement in 
strange particle decays with Al = 1/2. Our expectations for D 
decays are strongly coupled to our understanding of the K decays. 
In fact there was a wide-spread expectation among theorists that 
(2.1) - (2.4) would be a good zero'th order approximation. To 
explain this I have to make a slight detour to discuss the present 
understanding of the Al = 1/2 rule. 

If we consider the lowest order QCD corrections to the weak decay 
s -»• udu, the diagrams with loops containing both a W boson and a 
gluon give rise to large factor a (y) Hn 1M » 1, where y is the 
renormalization point typically taken to be^of order 1 GeV. The 
leading logs in this parameter may be summed to all orders using 
the renormalization group. The result4 is that the effective four 
fermion interaction which in the absence of strong interactions is 

"^3=1 " ( i u )
L

( u d ) L ( 2 ' 5 ) 

becomes the sum of two operators 

•*AS=I * f - ° - + f A ( 2 - 6 ) 

where 
0 + = | [ (Iu) L(ud) L ± (Id)L(uu)Ll . (2.7) 

The abbreviated notation is that (ud) is the usual V-R weak 
current with an implied sum over color indices, (ud) = y (u d ) 
For f_ = f = 1 (2.6) becomes the zero'th order interaction (2.5). 

Now in O the u and d quark fields are arranged 
antisymmetrically, I = o, so the net isospin of 0_ is the I = (1/2) 
of the n. In 0 + t"le ud pair has 1 = 1 so the net isospin of 
0 + may be 1/2 or 3/2, 1 ©d/2) = (1/2)0(3/2). Therefore if f is 
much larger than f + we will have found an explanation for the 
Al - 1/2 rule. The actual result of the calculation4 is 

f - JL r v " i 0 - 4 8 
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f + = Q,65, (2.8) 
and 

fe)'-20. (2.9) 
Equation (2.9) is a generous estimate, but it falls far short of the 
needed 400. 

A second possible source of Al = 1/2 enhancement has been 
much discussed in recent years - the so-called penguin diagrams.5 

These occur by virtue of the strangeness - changing neutral currents 
which the GIM mechanism2 was invented to suppress. In the GIM model 
they do still occur at a level given by the mass differences among 
the quarks, such as m c - n^. In the penguin diagrams, the loops 
contain the Q = + (2/3) quarks and the W-boson, and the expansion 
parameter summed to leading-log order is as(y)£n -£. . Because 
these logs are appreciably smaller than the log Mjy effects 
discussed above, the leading log approximation must be taken with an 
even larger grain of salt in this c. se. The penguin diagrams are 
pure Al = 1/2 because_their_net effect is to change an s quark 
into a d quark. The u or d quark in the K meson initial 
state interact in these diagrams only by gluon exchange which is 
flavor-preserving. 

This unlikely mechanism has two large factors in its favor. 
First, there are large color factors of order 10. Second, because 
the u or d quark interact by the purely vectorial gluon 
interaction, the penguin diagrams give rise to four quark operators 
with left-right helicity structure rather than the usual Fermi left-
left structure of Bqs. (2.5)-(2,7). The L-R structure is not 
susceptible to the suppression that occurs in Fermi decays of a 
pseudosular meson, such as TT -*• ev. For instance, a penguin 
induced operator is 

'*' (AS=l U i n > C C ( * d )
L

( u U + dd + . . . ) R (2.10) 

A crude estimate of the helicity effect yields 

<anr|(sd)L(uu)R|K> m 2 

~ 30 (2.11) <3nr| (sd) (uu) |K> m m 

where m are in this case the bare or current quark masses u.s 
(because Eq. (2.11) is derived from the equations of motion and 
therefore uses the masses which appear in the Lagrangian rather 
that the effective constituent masses), m^ ~ 5 MeV and 
m g ~ 120 MeV. A more careful estimate using the M.I.T. bag model 
gives a similar result.6 The conclusion is that despite the 
considerable uncertainties, which mean these estimates are somewhere 
between qualitative and (semi)"-quantitative with n > 2, it is 
plausible that the penguin mechanism may be the origin of the factor 
400 enhancement in K decays. If the M.I.T. bag calculation is 
reliable, the factor 400 is not a synergistic combination of the 
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penguin and the fcn 1L. effects due to the operator 0_: the two 
contributions interfere destructively so the enhancement must result 
from the overwhelming effect of the penguin mechanism alone. 

C. D Decays with QCD Corrections 

If we accept the penguin diagrams as the basis for the 
Al = (1/2) rule in K decays, it is easy to see why the free 
quark model was expected to be a reasonable guide to D decays. 
The effect of penguin diagrams should be vastly smaller in D 
decays than in K decays'. First, the penguin mechanism is 
Cabibbo-suppressed. This is no handicap in the K system but for 
D decays it costs a factor ~ (1/20) in the rate. Second, the 
helicity enhancement of Eq. (2.11), which was a factor 
2 2 

m /m m ~ 30 in the amplitude, becomes in the D case m_/m m -2.5. 
TI U S f t Tl' u C 
So relative to their importance in K decays, the penguins are 1 12 5\ 2 1 demoted by roughly — • I—̂pr— I ~ . . in the D decays. It seems 
very unlikely that tney could contribute a sizeable enhancement 
to the width of D mesons. 

The analogue of the £n M w effects summarized in Eqs. (2.6)-
(2.9) are less important for D than K decays because 

M w a (m„) Jin — is smaller than the analogous parameter in the K 
S c 8 9 
system. The calculation proceeds just as before. ' The lowest 
order four quark interaction 

•*AC=1 " ( " ° L ( " d ) L ( 2 ' 1 2 ) 

becomes in leading log approximation 
J ^ c = 1 * f_0_(Ac=l) + f+0+(Ac=l) (2.13) 

where 
0 ± = | [ (cs) L (du) L t t c u j j d s j j (2.14) 

quark vali 

f = — ~ 0.7 (2.15) 

The operator 0_(Ac=l) is in the 6* of SU(3) while 0 (Ac=l) is 
in the 15 of SU(3). So we expect a moderate "6-dominance." But no 
sizeable enhancement is expected in the rate of nonleptonic decays. 
The spectator ansatz for D decays together with Eqs. (2.13)-(2.15) 
implies that the total nonleptonic width is-^ 

f + are nearer the free quark values f = f = 1 than in Eq. (2.8) : 
.0.48 
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2 2 
2f* + V-

r N L ( D l = 3 r
N L

 ( f r e e q U a r k ) 

~ y r
H i 1

( f r e e i u a r k>« < 2- 1 6* 
That is, the color factor 3 is replaced by a factor 5. 

QCD corrections to the width of the semi-leptcnic decays are 
also expected to be moderate. No An M„ effects occur because 
there are no loops containing both W-bosons and gluons. The 0(a ) 
correction to c •*• sv£ , computed from, the sum of virtual 
corrections and real gluon emission, is 

W < l - H < V ) r S L ( f r e e q U a r k ) 

- -| r g L (free quark) (2.17) 
using a (m ) ~ 0.7 for A*-0.5 GeV. The perturbation expansion is 
not quantitatively believable here but may be a reliable qualitative 
guide. 

In this framework of QCD corrections, the free quark model 
predictions Eqs. (2.1) - (2.4) are very little modified. We are 
still committed to the spectator ansatz 

T + = T o = T F . (2.18) 

The estimate for the semi-leptonic branching ratio decreases by a 
factor 2, as a consequence of (2.16) and (2.17): 

B(D -> VUX) - 2/* ~ i- (2.19) 
u 5 + £ + £ •LU 

3 3 
The estimate of the l i fe-t ime decreases by only ~ 30%, 

rnw« ~ 5 + 2 ' 2 / 3 r i f r e e quark) TOT 5 TOT 

[ (1.2^Q - ^) 1 0 _ 1 2 s e c J . (2 .20) -0.6' 
The estimate of the rate for Cabibbo-suppressed decays is unchanged 
from (2.4): 

B(D + n o K ) <.08 (2.21) 
D. Comparison with the Data 

The experimental situation is different from these predictions 
but it is not yet clear how different. By SU(2) symmetry the 
semi-leptonic widths of D + and D° must be equal, so that 

B(D + •*• vyx) T + 

B(D° ->• V PX) = T~ * ( 2 - 2 2 ) 
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12 One measurement of the semileptonic branching ratios then gives 
T A ^ 4 (95% CL) and another gives ~ 3 _. Early results + o -z 
from the E-531 emulsion experiment at Fermi lab with still sparse 
statiatias, give X /x ~ 10 _. B„ T(D +) is measured at ~0.16±0.05 ,.. + O - 7 SL 
(Mi.rk II ) or ~0L24 ±0.04 (DELCO)1^ while B ( D ° ) is 
-0.052 ±tt033 (Mark I I ) 1 3 and <0.045 (DELCO)} The emulsion data 1 4 

give T + ~(1.00*JJ|) • 1 0 - 1 2 sec and T Q -(O-^^-^) ' 10~13sec. 
13 The branching ratios for Cabibbo supressed decays are reported to 

be B(D° -> no K) -0.25 ±0.11 and B(D + + no K) ~ Q41 ± Q16. 
The data suggest that Cabibbo allowed D decays are not 

o 
enhanced but that D nonleptonic decays are enhanced, perhaps 
substantially. For instance, Eq. (2.20) agrees remarkably with 
the emulsion measurement of X (even the reported experimental 
uncertainty is correctly predicted in (2.20)11. B (D ) appears 
to agree with the free quark model prediction of 1/5; given the 
theoretical uncertainties in (2.16) and (2.17) the discrepancy with 
the expected 1/10, Eq. (2.19), is not unsettling. The branching 
ratios for B(D -*• no K) hint at the possibility that Cabbibo 
suppressed nonleptonic decays of the D may share the enhancement 
of the Cabbibo allowed D° decays. But a hard look at the quoted 
experimental uncertainties shows that the predictions (2.18) - (2.21) 
may yet survive at the level of a factor of two or better. Equations 
(2.19) and (2.20) should not be trusted at more than the factor two 
level in any case. Equations (2.18) and (2.21) are more reliable 
consequences of the assumed theoretical framework, but it is not 
hard to imagine effects which could also cause them to be modified 
by a factor two or three. So it is not yet clear whether theory 
and experiment are in a full scale collision or if the theorists 
will be able to walk away with only a dented fender and a few 
scratches to show. 
E. Other Sources of Nonleptonic Enhancements 

Regardless of the scale of the accident, it is clearly 
interesting to think now about additional sources of non-leptonic 
enhancements. One idea, which goes back to before the discovery of 
the J/\\>, is that decays into nonexotic channels are enhanced-
or, equivalently, that the net quantum numbers of the final state of 
enhanced decays may be represented by the same number of quarks as 
the initial state. ' D and F decay into states with the net 
quantum numbers of sd and ud respectively so they are enhanced, 
but the D decays into a final state with exotic quantum numbers 
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sudd. Cabibbo supressed decays of D lead to a final state with 
the net quantum numbers of ud, hence they may be a larger fraction 
of all D decays. Had our understanding of K decays not 
"progressed" as described in Section B, this would probably have 
been the prevalent line of theoretical reasoning and T « T 

o + 
would have seemed a likely prospect. 

But this is only a rule or mnemonic. Even if it turns out to 
be correct we will still want to know its dynamical origin. One 
possibility is that hadronic final state interactions are the basis 
of the rule. Broad s-channel resonances could enhance the D° 
and F decay amplitudes. Hadronic final state interactions may 
have a tremendous effect on decays into particular final states 
(see Section F ) , but their effect on the total width should be 
less dramatic. Even if there were an s-channel Kir resonance 
around 1.86 GeV, its effect would be diminished by its probably 
large total width. We can get a feeling for how large the effect 
may be by looking at the structure in the e +e~ total cross 
section between 1.5 and 2 GeV. My conclusion is that hadronic 
final state interactions are unlikely to contribute more than a 
factor two to T /T. . If in the end we leam that X /i ~ 2, + o + o 
then hadronic f.s.i. could be part of the reason. 

The "annihilation" diagrams are another possible dynamical 
explanation of the quark number conservation rule. It was argued 
in Section A that these are suppressed by a helicity factor 

2 2 
(m /m ) and by the small probability for annihilation (F /in ) . 
But in a first order calculation of the QCD corrections which 
assumes a nonrelativistic bound state model of the D, it is 
found that the annihilation diagrams might make a substantial 
contribution. *& After bremsstrahlung of a gluon the initial state 
is no longer in an s-wave so that there is no helicity suppression 
of the subsequent weak decay. Furthermore the scale m in the 

m . The conclusion is that u 
5 „2 T. /m_ \ F_ 

factor (F /in ) is replaced by a light constituent quark mass 

(m v F 
m / 2 
c' m 

u 
A reasonable guess for F based on the e e decay widths of old 

37 and new vector mesons gives F ~ 150 MeV. and then X /T ~ 1.2. 
Of course even if we know F precisely, (2.23) could be no more 
than a rough guide given the unreliability of the perturbation 
expansion for a (m ) —0.7. 

S C 19 Another attitude is more realistic but has less predictive 
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power. As a relativistic bound state the D surely has a component 
of its wave function with one, two or many gluons. For this com
ponent the quark and antiquark need not be in an s-wave and can 
annihilate with no helicity suppression. Predictions are made by 
treating the magnitude of the gluonic component of the wave function 
as a free parameter. For reasonable values of this parameter the 
D° and F annihilation amplitudes might be substantially larger 

-12 than the spectator quark amplitude that yielded T ~ 10 sec. 
D° annihilation proceeds by the t-channel exchange of a 

W-bosou so the cu pair may be in a color octet and a single 
gluon is sufficient to make up the initial color singlet state. 
But F annihilation proceeds through an s-channel W-boson so 
two gluons in a color singlet are needed to balance the color. 
Since the second gluon can be soft, this does not mean that F 

o annihilation is necessarily supressed relative to D annihilation. 
F semileptonic decays may also proceed by this mechanism; hence 
these decays may be a source of gluon rich hadrons such as n' and 
possibly even of gluonium states. ̂  

A good test of the quark number rule is given by the isospin 
structure of the final states.2^ The final states of D decays 
must be dominantly I = — since they are formed from an sd 
pair plus 1 = 0 gluons. Therefore we expect 

r(D° •* ir+K~) r(D° + p + K") 
= 2 (2 .24) HDP -v TPYP) HlP -*• pPIP) 

21 and so on . Fo r t h e Kint mode we have 

r<D° - K W ) = \ r(D°+ KVTI") - \ r(D° + n r V ) . (2.25) 

There are also constraints on the decays into K plus n pions 
for any value of n. 

Before leaving the subject of annihilation diagrams I want to 
make a crazy suggestion which is motivated by the experimental 
presentations of Coyne and Scharre in this session. We have heard 
that the anticipated F-associated rise in r\ production is not 
yet seen at the Crystal Ball, and we have also heard of the very 
large signal for \\l .-*• y + E (1420) seen at both the Mark II and 
the Crystal Ball. Since the E (1420) is not generally a prominent 
state in hadronic reactions and since ip ->• yx may be a copious 
source of gluon production, it is natural to speculate that the E 
may be a gluon-rich state, perhaps even a gluonium state. Unless 
the chain of reasoning is checked by a strong cup of coffee, it 
leads to the notion that the glueball cum E may be a good tag for 
F production. F -*• Ett should be the dominant mode, since 
F + Ep is only permitted on the p tail. So by looking for 
F + •*• E1T+ •* (KKir) TT+ it might be possible to detect the F and a 
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glueball in one fell swoop. If the annihilation amplitude is 
large this mode could be a very substantial fraction of F decays, 

22 23 Another proposal ' to explain T >> T- requires assuming 
that f /f is- much larger than the leading log value, Bq. (2.15), 
and that gluon final state interactions do not change the color 
structure of the two qq color singlet clusters created according 
to the spectator quark ansatz. Recall that in leading log 
approximation 

"*AC=1 = f - ° - + f
+ ° + 

°1 " <cs> L(du) L 

°2 = (° U )L (*°L ( 2" 2 6 ) 

where for instance (du) denotes the usual V-A color singlet 
current responsible for beta decay. Now it is easy to see that 
when 0 1 acts on D ~ cd it creates two color singlet quark-
antiquark pairs, (ds) and (du). O acts on D + to create the 
same two pairs. But O and O create different color singlet 
pairs when they act on D°~cu: O creates (us) (du) while 0 
creates (uu)(ds) . Therefore in D decays the contribution of 
0_ = — (0 - O ) may cancel coherently in the amplitude whereas in 
o D de , 3 no such cancellation occurs because 0 and 0 give 
rise to different final states which add incoherently. The result 
is that 

r N L ( D + ) = I f + r N L ( f r e e ^ u a r k ) < 2 - 2 7 ) 

Tm(Z>°) = \ (2f2 + f 2)r M T(free quark) (2.28) 
NL 3 + — NL 

T f 2 + 2f 2 + 4/3 
— = — 5 (2.29) 
o 4f + + 4/3 

With the values obtained in leading log approximation, (2.15), 
f = (f.) ~ 2, the enhancement is T /T ~ 2. For the value ~ + - -̂ + o 
f_ = (f ) ~ 5 , chosen to fit the observed ratio of EP -*• Kir 
decays as discussed in the next Section, the result is x /T - 10. 

According to this approach, which I shall refer to as 
"enhanced 6 dominance", the effective AC = 1 Hamiltonian is 
overwhelmingly dominated by the operator which is in the 6* of SU(3). 
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o + For the decays of D and F into two pseudoscalars, this has 
the same consequences for the isospin of, the final state as the 
quark number conservation rule. The symmetric product of two 
octets projects into the 27 and 8 of SU(3). The D is in 
the SU(3) 3* so the final state created by action of 0 is 
given by 3*^) 6* = 8 © 1 0 * . Therefore 6 dominance requires the 
D° final state to be in an SU(3) octet and therefore in the 
S = - 1 iscdoublet. However 6 dominance does not require an 
I = 1/2 final state for decays of D into a pseudoscalar plus 
a vector, since in this case the antisymmetric 10* is a permissible 
final state. 

F. Exclusive Channels 

In this section I want to give some examples of what can be 
learned from exclusive final states about the dynamical issues 
discussed in the preceding sections. ̂  Consider first the measured 
rates 1 3 for D •* KIT: 

B(D° -+ K~TT+) = 0.028 ±0.005 , 

B(D° •+ K°lP) = 0.021 +0.P09 • (2.30) 

The Kir final state is a sum of I = 1/2 and I = 3/2 components 

W(D° + K°Tr°) =^^ --Jf a 3 (2.31) 
The quark number conservation rule requires the final state to be 
dominantly I = 1/2, so we expect 

o - + 
B(D •*• K TT ) 

o -o o 
B(D •»• K T! ) 

= 2 (2.32) 

which is consistent with the data (2.30). 
The same model which led to Eqs. (2.27) and (2.23) was first 

8 10 — 
applied ' to the D -• KIT exclusive decays. The qq clusters are 
identified with the appropriate K and TT mesons and again color 
rearrangement due to gluon final state interactions is neglected. 
The result is 

B(D° ->• K~TT \ (2f + f_) 2 

,o ^ o = 2 ' — ' =-2 ( 2 - 3 3 ) 

B(D + K I ) (2f+ - fj 
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Using the leading log estimate for f+ the ratio is very large; for 
instance, substituting (2.15) I find 60 for the right hand side of 
(2.33). The choice 2 2 f = f - 2~ 5, which gives T,/T = 1 0 in 

— + + o 
(2.29), gives a ratio of 4 in (2.33), compatible with the data at 
the l r f level. 

The prediction using the leading log estimate for f + appears 
to be dramatically excluded by the data. In fact the situation 
is not so simple, because of the effect of hadronic final state 
interactions2^26 which shift the phases of the amplitudes in (2.31): 

*»(D°+ K-TT+) = J | e 1 a 1 +^j 
i6, rr i6 3 

e a 3 
i<$. nr i<$~ 

''3 
*W(D°- K°Tr°) = -Jl e X \ - J | e " 3 a , (2.34) 

The leading log prediction that the K 77 mode is much more 
frequent than the K°ir° mode means that in (2.31) we expect a 
cancellation, a.~/2 a . But this delicate cancellation is easily 
undone if, as is not unlikely, |6^ - fi-jl 
is large. If we assume for illustration that a, = 72 a. 

25 1 J 
exactly, then 

r(D° -*• K Tf+) 
r/„o ^ -o o, 8 1 ( D -»• K TT ) 

2 6 1 " 63 9 cot ( -=-=— - ) + 1 (2.35) 

which can vary from infinity for 6.. = 6 to 1/8 for 
6. - S = -± . The situation is further complicated by the 
inelasticity in the KIT channel, which is not included in (2.34). 
The conclusion is that we probably cannot learn much about the 
leading log approximation from the decays D •*• KTT. On the other 
hand, the predictions of the quark number rule and of enhanced 6 
dominance are far less sensitive to these final state phases since 
they imply |a x| » |& 3| . 

Decays into a pseudoscalar plus a vector meson are of interest 
because, as discussed in the previous section, they offer more 
possibilities for distinguishing between the quark number rule and 
the enhanced 6 dominance hypothesis. The quark number rule always 
requires the D to decay to an I = 1/2 final state, so that 

r(D° -y p +K _) r(D° •+ TT +K*") 

r(D°->- p°K°) r(D°-* Tr0K*°> 
(2.36) 

Equation (2.36) need not hold for the enhanced 6 dominance hypothesis 
which does, together with SU(3) symmetry, imply that 2 7 
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r(D + •+ p+K°) =. r(D + •*• TT+K*°) (2.37) 

Together with, the SU(2) symmetry relations 
o + - ,— o o-o + +-o #H(D + p K ) + /2 #»(D + P K ) =*»<D •+ p K ) 

«tt-(D° -»• TT+K*~) + /2 #»(D° -* Tr°K*°) =#M<D+ •+ TV+K*°) 
28 (2.37)_ i m p l i e s t h e i n e q u a l i t y 

(D •* TT+K*°) T + / f 2B(D° -v p°K°) \ 

(D° - p̂ KT) ~ T 7 y 1 " V B ( E P -p+KT)/ 

Schar re i n t h i s s e s s i o n h a s r e p o r t e d measurements of t h e s e 
b ranch ing r a t i o s . Two iP decay modes a r e measured a t 

B(D° + p +

K .) > §B(tf> -* T T W ) , (2-39) 

B(EP -»- / K * " ) * B ( K * " - V TT K ° ) > j B(rP ->- ir +ir-KP), (2 .40) 

from which we can deduce t h a t 

B(D° + p°K°) < | B(D° -*- A " K°) , (2 .41) 

B(D° ->• TT+K*")- B(K*~->- Tr°K-) £ y B (ti° ->- ITTT+TI 0) . (2 .42) 

Using t h e t h r e e body b ranch ing r a t i o s 

B ( D ° - » - K Y V > ) = 0-085 ±0.032 , (2.43) 

B (D° -*• K W " . ) = 0 .038 ±0.012 , (2.44) 

we have t h e l o w e r bound 

B(D° •* p K~) 

B( l f •+ p 0 ^ ) 
> 4 . 4 ± 2 . 1 , (2 .45) 

where I have combined the uncertainties in (2.43) and (2.44) in 
quadrature. At the moment (2.45) is still just compatible at the 
la level with the quark number conservation rule, Eq. (2.36), but 
a contradiction will develop if the bounds (2.39) - (2.42) are 
improved significantly. In this case the failure to observe 
+ +- o D •+ ir K* could also lead to a contradiction with the 6-dominance 

inequality, Eq. (2.38). 
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III. B Meson Decays 

There is {.fortunately) only enough, time remaining to discuss, 
two aspects of B meson decays, both of which are related to the 
issues discussed in the previous section. I will simply assume 
the b quark assignment of the standard Kobayashi-Maskawa model. 
I will discuss the problem of determining the K-M angles if 
there are significant enhancements in nonleptonic B decays and 
what we can learn about nonleptonic dynamics from the decays 
B •+ U»X. 

A. Determining the K-M Angles 

I h t h 
given by 

In the standard s ix quark model the charged weak cur rent i s 

(u c t ) T „ / "* \ (3.1) 
L • 0 , 

where 

C l S 1 C 3 S 1 S 3 

• S1 C2 C1 C2°3 " S 2 S 3 e l 6 C1 C2 S3 + V s * ^ • ( 3 " 2 ) 

S 1 S 2 - C 1 S 2 C 3 _ C 2 S 3 e l 6 ~ C 1 S 2 S 3 + C 2 C 3 e l 6 

The b quark decays by its coupling to the u quark 

Vub - S 1 S 3 ' ( 3 - 3 ) 

and to the c quark 

Vcb - C 1 C 2 S 3 + S 2 C 3 e l 6 - ( 3 ' 4 ) 

Measurement of the K-M angles will be one of the most profound 
results of the study of B meson decays. The K-M angles are 
intimately connected with the origin of the quark masses. For 
instance, in the standard Higgs model the diagonalization of the 
Higgs-fermion coupling matrix yields both the fermion masses and 
the K-M angles. In general, models which offer an explanation 
of the quark masses will also predict or constrain the K-M angles. 

Knowledge of the values of the angles is also an essential 
prerequisite to the study of weak interaction dynamics. For 
instance, it is necessary to know the ;-M angles in order to 
extract dynamical enhancement factors com B lifetime measurements. 
Lepton yields which are not separated by B or B cannot 
necessarily tell us whether there are enhancements - as we are 
learning now from the D decays. Furthermore in B decays 
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there are additional possibilities for confusion if b -»• u is a 
large mode. In principle, with measurements of the semileptonic 
to nonleptonic ratios I" (b •*• u)/T (b •*• u) and 

SL NL 
r (b -* c)/r (b •+ c), we can measure dynamical enhancements? 
without knowing the K-M angles. But this is easier for theorists 
to imagine than for experimenters to do. I am doubtful that we will 
reliably know the strength of enhancements in B decays until we 
know the K-M angles. Unfortunately, as I will discuss below, it 
is not easy to measure the K-M angles if there are unknown 
i'onleptonic enhanceisehts. 

The cleanest present constraints are on 8 and 6_. They 
are from beta decay 

IcJ 0.9737 ± 0.0025 (3.5) 

and from an analysis of As = 1 decays 

|.3I -0.28« ;JJ . (3.6, 
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) together imply that 

lVub' = °"° 6 ± 0 - 0 6 • ( 3 - 7 ) 

Thus V . is very small and is likely to be appreciably smaller 
than V , . Notice however in (3.4) that V . could also be cb cb 
extremely small if, for instance, all 19. | and | 61 are very small 
and if s — - s . There are also constraints on s_, however 
these constraints require much more theoretical machinery and 
assumptions. No sacred principles would be violated if they 
turned out to be wrong. 

The key to measuring V and V is lepton detection. One 
method is to use the single lepton spectrum just above BB 
threshold, as at the T'*'. Decays b •*• u have a harder endpoint 
and almost no soft secondary leptons, while b -*• c has an endpoint 
15% softer than for b~*"u and a large number of soft secondary 
leptons from D decays. Another method 3 2 is to use the like-sign 
two lepton events generated by the cascade sequence 

+ -e e -»• b + b u c£~x u cX u is,' 
to determine the ratio r(b -*• u) / (b •*• c). 

Both of these methods may be used to extract the K-M angles 
if there are no large nonleptonic enhancements. But the likelihood 
of significant enhancements seems greater today than a year or more 
ago when these analyses were first done - since the betting odds are 
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coupled to whither there are large enhancements in D decays. 
And even if there are not large enhancements in D decays they 
might still occur in B decays; the enhancement mechanism for 
K decays might be specific to Cabibbo-suppressed decays (e.g. 
like penguins, which in particular should not be important for 
B if simple estimates are correct) in which case it could be 
important in B but not in D decays. 

If there are significant but unknown enhancements in I* (b •*• u) 
NL 

and/or !'.. (h •*• c) then the method of like-sign dileDtons can 
Vilt 

determine the_ratio I" (b •*• u)/r (b -*• c) . (Like-sign dileptons due to B - B mixing will both be primary or will both be o o sectndary; their momenta will therefore help to separate them 
from the "usual" like-sign dileptons in which one is primary 
and the other secondary.) But without knowing the enhancements 
of b •+ u and b -»• c we cannot extract V ./V , from this . , ' ub cb1 

information. 
The single lepton spectrum can in principle determine the 

ratio |v /V I independent of enhancements. By measuring 
the yields of Ieptons near the endpoints for b •+• uJl X and 
b -»• ci, X one can unambiguously measure T (b -*• u)/p (b -*• c) 

SL SL 
and extract |v /V | . But it may be impossible to accumulate 
enough statistics to carry this out in practice, because the 
signals near the endpoints are very small and because of a 
background from e e •*• T T , cc which is a few times bigger 
than the signal at the b -*• (u/c)S. X endpoints. 

The problem requires more attention than it has been given. 
I do not know whether there is a practical method to extract 
|v /V | from the data which would work given the most general 

possible pattern of enhancements and K-M angles. 

B. What We Learn from B •*• tyX 
I want to conclude this sketchy and disjointed discussion 

of B decays by mentioning what the rate for B •+ i|« might 
teach us about the dynamics of nonleptonic decays. In principle 
we can learn from this inclusive rate about the importance of 
color rearrangement due to gluonic final state interations. 
These were assumed to be negligible in some of the models discussed 
in Section II, though some authors^3 have suggested that they play 
an important role in the formation of exclusive final states. 

The lowest order effective Hamiltonian is 

&-.<*• (bc)(cs) T err L L 

~ V S ' L W I ( 3' 8 ) 

where the second line is obtained by Fierz rearrangement and the 
color indices a,6 are summed over. In calculating the rate for 
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B -»- t(;X the current c„c is in a color singlet for 1/9 of the 
final states and in the color octet for 8/9. Therefore there is 
a factor 9 difference in the predicted rate B •*• tyX depending 
on whether ye neglect color rearrangement due to gluon f .s.i. 
(i.e.. keep the factor 1/9) or whether we assume that gluons 
rearrange the cc pair into a color singlet with probability 
one. Making the latter assumption a crude but plausible estimate 
gives 

B(B •*• t|)X) ~ B(b ->- \f)X) 

- B(b -*• ccs)B(cc •*• lj») 
- 3 - 5 % (3.9) 

where |V | » |v | is assumed. If color rearrangement is not 
assumed, the estimate would decrease by 1/9. 

A more detailed estimate " uses the J/ip wave functions 
at the origin as determined from r (ty -*• e e ). The result of this 
calculation is surprisingly large. Assuming no color rearrangement 
of the final state (i.e., which would have given 1/3 - 1/2% 
using the method of Eq. (3.9)), the result is 

B(B •*• \\)X) ~ (.018) (2f - f _ ) 2 . (3.10) 
For free quark values f = f = 1 , we get 1.8% from this 
estimate, which would become 16% if color rearrangement is 
permitted as in (3.9). At the other extreme if we use the 
renormalization group values for f+ and do not allow color 
rearrangement, (3.10) yields 3 0.2%. If enhanced values are 
taken for f+ as in Ref. (22), then (3.10) yields 5% (as 
discussed in Section II, this approach assumes no color 
rearrangement). 

What do we learn from all this? I invite the reader to tell 
me. It appears that the theoretical estimates are out of control 
at the level of the factor of 9 that we would like to be able 
to study. 

IV Conclusion 
I have tried to emphasize the importance of measuring with 

greater accuracy the lifetimes and semileptonic branching ratios 
for D + and D°. It is clear that x,/ T > 1, but it is not 

+ o 
yet clear whether the ratio is % 3 or > 10 or somewhere in 
between. If T./T ~ 3 there need not be any drastic revision 
of our understanding of nonleptonic decays. Enhancements of this 
order could be explained by a combination of final state enhance
ments and QCD corrections. But if T./T > 10 the conventional 

+ o 
picture of nonleptonic de^ys i s called into question. In my 
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mind this, would even raise doubts about the popular semiquantitative 
picture of the enhancements in As = 1 decays based on the penguin 
diagrams. If the enhancements in the D systems are not even 
understood at the level of an order of magnitude, then we are 
ignorant of important dynamical mechanisms which might also be 
important in As = 1 and AB = 1 decays. I have also tried to 
emphasize that accurate measurements of exclusive final states can 
be a powerful probe of the dynamics, though any given prediction must 
be scrutinized carefully for sensitivity to complicating factors such 
as final state interactions and SU(3) symmetry breaking. 

The possibility of large enhancements in D decays raises the 
spectre of the same possibility in B decays. One analysis indicates 
that annihilation diagrams eventually dominate (by a 
logarithm) as we scale to heavier flavors.3 Even if it turns out 
that D decays are not drastically enhanced, caution requires that 
we take account of the possibility of significant enhancements in 
B decays. In view of their fundamental importance, we want to 
measure the K-M angles in a way that is independent of possible 
enhancements and which does not rely on the theoretical prejudice 
that the enhancements are small. Development of a practical 
program to accomplish this goal is a problem that merits careful 
consideration. 
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